
SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 1 | Protocol for the analysis pipeline 

STEP 1: EXTRACT SINGLE CELL IMAGES AND IDENTIFY CELL POPULATIONS 

OF INTEREST WITH IDEAS SOFTWARE 

a. Open the IDEAS analysis tool (we used version 6.0.129), which is provided 

with the ImageStreamX instrument. 

b. Load the .rif file that contains the data from the imaging flow cytometer 

experiment into IDEAS using File > Open. Note that any compensation 

between the fluorescence channels can be carried out at this point. The 

IDEAS analysis tool will generate a .cif data file (we provide an exemplary 

data file as Supplementary Data 1) and a .daf data analysis file 

(Supplementary Data 2). 

c. Perform your analysis within the IDEAS analysis tool following the instructions 

of the software and identify cells that have each phenotype of interest, using 

a stain that marks each population. This is known as preparing the “ground 

truth” (expected result) annotations for the phenotype(s) of interest. In cases 

when a stain has been used to mark the phenotype(s) of interest in one of 

the samples, any parameters measured by IDEAS can be used to assign cells 

to particular classes. In the example data set, the PI (Ch4) images of pH3 

(Ch5) positive cells (Supplementary Figure 2) are used to identify cells in 

various mitotic phases. An example IDEAS .daf file in which the settings for 

this are stored can be found as Supplementary Data 2. 

d. Export the experiment’s raw images from IDEAS in .tif format, using Tools > 

Export .tif images. In the opened window, select the population of which you 

want to export the images and select the channels you want to export. 

Change the settings Bit Depth to ‘16-bit (for analysis)’ and Pixel Data to ‘raw 

(for analysis)’ and click OK. This will export images of the selected population 

into the folder where you placed your .daf and .cif files. In our example, we 

exported the cell’s brightfield (Ch3), darkfield (Ch6) and PI (Ch4) images (the 

PI images are only needed to extract the ground truth of the cell’s DNA 

content). 

e. Move the exported .tif images into a new folder and rename it with the name 

of the exported cell population. 

f. Repeat step d. and e. for all cell populations you are interested in (We 

exported Anaphase, G1, G2, Metaphase, Prophase, S and Telophase). You can 



find a zip-archive of the .tif images of the populations exported from the 

provided example data set in Supplementary Data 3. 

 


